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Entertainment and Reality

Sun, Sea and Selling Houses Ricochet Channel 4
45 min Lifestyle
British family estate agent teams help sun-thirsty house-hunters find their dream property abroad

It’s Me or the Dog Ricochet Discovery
23 min Factual Entertainment
In just one minute dog behaviourist Victoria Stilwell can take control of any dog and she's determined to bring
Britain's baddest dogs back in line

Michel Roux's French Country Cooking Outline Productions Discovery
45 minutes episode, Factual Entertainment
Michel Roux Jr showcases the unique cuisine of Southern France. He sources incredible local ingredients, samples
delicious dishes and shares his favourite recipes that are simple and easy to make.

Wedding Valley Little Gem UKTV
Multiple Stories, Factual Entertainment
This 10 part series takes an upbeat and inspiring look at the thriving wedding industry of Lancashire's stunning
Ribble Valley. It will document the highs and lows of some of the 1500 weddings that will take place during the2022
wedding season.

Bargain Loving Brits by the Sea Red Sauce Films Channel 5
60 min Entertainment
Ep 6. Documentary following Britons looking to live the high life on a minimal budget in one of the country's
favourite holiday resorts.

Bargain Loving Brits in the Sun Red Sauce Films Channel 5
Many x 60 min Entertainment, Finishing Editor
This series catches up with Britons who've moved to Benidorm for sun and a low-cost life.

Rip Off Britain BBC BBC One
45 min Entertainment
The Rip Off Britain team is ready to tackle the issues that most matter to you - from bills and bad customer
service, to holidays and food.

Teen Mum Academy Dragonfly E4
60 min Entertainment
This series follows six determined teens who have already experienced one of the biggest life events there is –
becoming mums - as they embark on a potentially life changing experience, helping them to build confidence,
relationships and a broad range of new skills to help aid them in both their future careers and their personal lives.
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Pete and Sam’s Reality News Monkey Kingdom E4
15 min Entertainment
TOWIE's Pete Wicks and Made in Chelsea's Sam Thompson anchor a reality news series, delivering the latest juicy
gossip and breaking stories making the headlines in the reality world

Cruising With Susan Calman Viacom International Channel 5
60 min Entertainment
This returning series follows the same format as the hugely successful ‘Cruising with Jane McDonald’, though this
time with Scottish comedian Susan Calman embarking on a series of ocean odysseys.

Don’t Tell the Bride: Revisited Renegade Pictures E4
50 min Entertainment
Don’t Tell The Bride has seen it all through the years, from tearful bust-ups to dress disasters and the iconic Vegas
wedding. Now, the couples sit down and remember their unconventional nuptials. Is all forgiven?

Come Dine With Me, Series 18 and 19 Multistory Media Channel 4
4 x 23 min Reality
Cooking Programme. A group of five strangers, each an amateur chef, compete to host the best dinner party, each
party solely for the competitors and to be held on consecutive evenings.

Love Island, Series 7 ITV ITVbe
60 min Reality, Series Editor
Hugely popular reality TV show which takes single participants to a gorgeous villa in Majorca to see if any sparks
fly. Presented by Laura Whitmore and narrated by Ian Stirling.

At Home With the Nolans Koska Productions Quest Red
60 min Reality
With cruise travel disrupted by the Covid-19 pandemic, the singing sisters return to dry land and invite viewers
into their homes. The series includes their search for a long-lost sister.

Celebrity Come Dine With Me, Season 2 MultiStory Channel 4
2 x 23 min Reality, Episodes 7 and 10
Celebrity contestants Made in Chelsea star Mark-Francis Vandelli, boyband legend Abz Love from Five, actress Dani
Harmer, Love Island winner Jack Fincham and Pants on Fire comedy duo Donna and Verona host Christmas dinner
parties as they compete to bag a £1000 cash prize for their chosen charity.

Skin
23 min Reality TwoFour BBC3
Skin is a compelling six-part series in which the UK’s leading dermatologists aim to help people whose troublesome
skin conditions are affecting their appearance, confidence and lives.

Angels of the North Twenty Six 03 BBC3
15 min Reality
Follow the colourful action on and off the salon floor at Longlox hair extension salon on Tyneside, and out of hours
in the girls' own hectic lives.
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How to Lose Weight Well Little Gem Channel 4
47 min Entertainment
Dr Xand van Tulleken and dietician Hala El-Shafie help dieters tackle the most hyped diets out there. Meanwhile,
cook Stacie Stewart helps the volunteers turn their diets into delicious dishes.

25 Myths About Lesbians
47 min List show Viacom International Channel 5
In this show we will reveal the truth about lesbians, revealing the real histories over a century, how they found a
voice and moved into the mainstream, explore their tastes, sex lives & examine many of the clichés that exist.

Soccer Aid Initial TV ITV
60 min Entertainment
Created by Robbie Williams in 2006, Soccer Aid for UNICEF is the world’s biggest celebrity-charity football match,
raising money to give kids the best start in life. Once a year, England take on their opponents, the Soccer Aid World
XI FC.

Curvy Brides Boutique Angel Eye Media TLC
47 min Reality
Tucked away in rural Essex there is a paradise for curvy brides. Jo Cooke and Alison Law offer big brides-to-be the
chance to look and feel amazing.

Dom Does America: Police Officer Flicker Productions BBC One
47 min Entertainment
In this new ten-part BBC One series Dom Littlewood will immerse himself within ten key US institutions and
emergency services for 24 hours, from policing and prisons to hospitals. In this episode Dom is put through his
paces on the front line of American law-enforcement, working as a police officer on the Gulf Coast of Texas.

Greatest Chocolate Ads Of All Time Blakeway North Channel 5
90 min Entertainment
A celebration of memorable commercials from the last 50 years. Will Mellor recalls an early acting role, while
Manfred Mann's Mike d'Abo recalls writing a famous jingle. With contributions from celebrities including Danny
John-Jules, Rustie Lee, Ashley Taylor Dawson, Sarah Jayne Dunn, Phil Mealey, Judi Love and Nancy Sorrell.

Jane McDonald: the 12 Cruises of Christmas Viacom International Channel 5
60 min Entertainment
Best bits, never-seen-before out-takes and bizarre moments from past episodes of Cruising with Jane McDonald.
Plus, a version of the festive classic '12 Days of Christmas’ is sung by carolers from Jane's hometown of Wakefield.

Play Your Pets Right Lion TV SKY KIDS
30 min Entertainment, Additional Editor
Sky Kids Children’s Entertainment show featuring animals.

The Royal World Initial TV MTV
60 min Entertainment
This series sends a squad of sophisticated young royals and IRL aristocrats into a mansion in the British countryside.
It will step inside the cast’s lavish family homes, and have access to their elite circles.
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Celebs on the Farm GooWoo Media Channel 5
60 min Entertainment
10 Celebrities swap heels for Hunter wellies and waistcoats for waterproofs ato face the challenges of being a farmer.

Geordie Shore, Series 17 Lime Pictures MTV
60 min Entertainment
Daily lives of eight young men and women as they spend a summer experiencing the highs and lows of
Newcastle-upon-Tyne's famous party scene.

Just Tattoo of Us Gobstopper TV MTV
60 min Entertainment, Additional editor
Just Tattoo of Us puts relationships to the test by asking pairs of friends, family members and couples to design
tattoos for each other.

Dinner Date Hat Trick Productions ITVBe
60 min Entertainment
Dinner Date is the show where people hope to find true love through their love of good food. One lucky person gets
the chance to find romance as they enjoy three very special meals, cooked for them by three very special blind
dates.

A&E Live Optomen ITV
60 min Entertainment
With over 20 million patients a year, hospital Accident and Emergency departments are the beating heart of the
NHS. Now, in a television first, new series A&E Live will tell the story of emergency medicine as it happens across
one of Britain’s major cities. Davina McCall will be embedded in the emergency department including the busy
trauma unit at Leeds General Infirmary, which is the birthplace of emergency medicine.

Meghan Markle: An American Princess Spun Gold Fox International
85 min Entertainment, Additional Editor
CBS Feature. “Meghan Markle: An American Princess” is an inside look into the lives of the global power couple
straight from experts, socialites and friends intimately connected with the House of Windsor.

Teen Mom UK True North MTV
3 x 60 min Entertainment
Scripted Reality. Teen Mom UK is a British reality television series set in the United Kingdom. It is a spin-off of the
American franchise Teen Mom. It follows the lives of five British teenage mums who are trying to make it through
motherhood.

100% Hotter Naked Entertainment Channel 5
14 x 60 min Entertainment
Scripted Reality. A make-under rather than a make-over show, targeting people whose style is so in your face you
cannot help stop and stare while their family and friends squirm with embarrassment.
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My Money Makeover Nimble Dragon Channel 5
60 min Entertainment
Consumer Programme. My Money Makeover is a daytime show coming to Channel 4 that will help people spend
less and save more. It features couples and families who have a specific savings goal but are struggling to afford it
for one reason or another such as spending too much money on unnecessary luxuries, paying too much interest on
credit card debt etc.

Come Dine with Me Couples Shiver Channel 4, Sky
10 x 60 min Entertainment
Cooking Programme, the show has three couples competing against each other hosting a dinner party for the other
contestants. Each couple then rates the couples’ performance with the winner winning a £1,000 cash prize which is
announced by the couple who hosted the last dinner party.

Tricked (Ben Hanlin) Halloween Special ITV Studios ITV
60 min Entertainment, Additional Editor
Entertainment Programme. Tricked is a British television show presented by magician Ben Hanlin. The show
features him pranking various celebrity guests with illusions.

Katie Price’s Pony Club Shiver TLC
60 min Entertainment, Additional Editor
Scripted Reality. TV personality Katie Price guides a group of young novice riders, including her own kids Junior and
Princess - through the elitist world of pony clubs.

Piers Morgan's Life Stories Shiver ITV1
2 x 60 min Entertainment, Additional Online Editor
Chat Show. Piers Morgan's Life Stories, also known as Life Stories, is a British television chat show on ITV, presented
by journalist Piers Morgan. Recorded in front of a studio audience, each episode is devoted to one celebrity guest.

Sam Faiers: The Mummy Diaries Potato ITVbe
2 x 60 min Entertainment, Additional Online Editor
Former Towie regular Sam Faiers and property developer boyfriend Paul Tony adjust to the reality of life as parents.

Come Dine with Me Shiver Channel 4
48 min Entertainment, Online Editor
Cooking Programme. A group of five strangers, each an amateur chef, compete to host the best dinner party, each
party solely for the competitors and to be held on consecutive evenings.

Gino’s Italian Escapes Shiver ITV1
30 min Entertainment, Additional Online Editor
Following Gino as he explores some of Italy's best loved locations through some of the country's dishes notable to
each region. After tasting local dishes made with regional ingredients, Gino prepares some dishes of his own.
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The Week We Went Wild Naked Entertainment Channel 5
45 min Entertainment, Additional Online Editor
British families with interpersonal issues spend five days in the remote Panamanian jungle. Stripped of modern
comforts and relying on nothing but one another for survival, they must learn to work through their issues and dish
out some brutal home truths.

Ben Collins, Stunt Driver Wise Old Fox Lionsgate
75 min Entertainment, Additional Online Editor DVD Release
Entertainment Show. World-renowned stunt driver Ben Collins takes you on a gripping, adrenaline-filled joy ride as
he hunts for the perfect stunt car for a high-octane, Hollywood-style car chases.

Documentary and Factual

Workshop Transport Middlechild Productions UKTV
60 min Factual Entertainment
This series follows the passionate preservers as they reconstruct vehicles, test run vintage automobiles and help
ensure the museum entertains and inspires hundreds of thousands of visitors a year. Each episode includes a
mixture of mechanical and engineering challenges, restoration projects, new artefact arrivals and the day to day
trials and triumphs of running this jewel in the UK’s transport crown.

Sewermen Label1 Channel 5
45 min Documentary
Docuseries following the everyday heroes who keep the UK's water systems flowing free.

Dom Does America: Police Officer Flicker Productions BBC One
47 min Entertainment
In this new ten-part BBC One series Dom Littlewood will immerse himself within ten key US institutions and
emergency services for 24 hours, from policing and prisons to hospitals. In this episode Dom is put through his
paces on the front line of American law-enforcement, working as a police officer on the Gulf Coast of Texas.

Tough Trucks Turkey Pilot Productions Discovery
60 min Documentary
In this series we undertake epic journeys by trucks across some of the toughest environments on Earth. The hosts
take a series of truck journeys across these lands exploring the many fascinating cultural, natural and historical sites
along the way, including unique geological locations in Iceland, ancient Mayan sites in Guatemala and rarely visited
Silk Road destinations in Eastern Turkey.

Great Britain, Wild at Heart Plimsoll Productions Channel 4
60 min Documentary
Nature Programme. Exploring Britain’s diverse wildlife - its rivers, cities, and forests and its most iconic species
taking viewers on a virtual tour to the homelands of Great Britain.
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Claimed and Shamed, Season 10 Curve Media BBC1
60 min Documentary
BBC One documentary series that casts a covert eye over the UK's ever-growing problem of insurance fraud. The
show exposes the most outrageous insurance cheats showing a real archive of insurance frauds caught out on
camera or faking on the phone and telling the story of the investigation from the people who were there.

Dom on the Spot Two Four BBC1
4 x 60 min Documentary
British factual series hosted by Dom Littlewood about fixed penalty notices, also known as on the spot fines.

The Sheriffs Are Coming Screenchannel BBC1
2 x 60 min Documentary, Online Editor
The Sheriffs Are Coming is a British television fly on the wall documentary series, broadcast on BBC One that follows
the work of High Court enforcement agents.

Fake Britain Screenchannel BBC1
2 x 60 min Factual, Online Editor
Fake Britain is a UK BBC consumer rights programme which reveals the extent of fake goods in the UK and
investigates the con men who are trying to get their hands on your money.

A Frozen Christmas Avanti Media Channel 4
90 min Factual
The luxury business of decorative ice is booming, with ice sculptures as a festive status symbol for the wealthy. This
programme meets the people who work in a winter wonderland all year round.

Short form and Corporate

Sport Promos, Magazine programmes, sport videos Perform Media

Formula 1 (10+episodes) British Sky Broadcasting Sky Sports F1

Football on 5 Sunset+Vine Channel 5

Soccer AM Sky Sports
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